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Th e Beauti f ul / Pal ace Prayers (Pap erback)
By Yusuf Misdaq

Nefisa UK, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Yusuf Misdaq (illustrator). Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Beautiful / Palace Prayers (5th in the
series of poetry books from Misdaq) offers the most rhythmic, urgent and yet beautifully abstract
assemblage of words thus far. As the call to walk away from the material world and its enticements
becomes ever more solid, so does the calling towards some sort of path become ever more
pronounced, and so do the words themselves seem to take on a new magic. New shifts and subtle
lights produce truly fresh angles, supplying meanings that one oft-cannot be sure are intended or
unintended, and yet, are nonetheless felt somewhere real, primal. To be sure, this is pure poetry
(with less of the poet ), all water, all clear mirrors reflected at the sky or the Divine. Fittingly then, we
witness here a definite shift away from the more dry wit and reportage journalism-style sometimes
present in the previous 4 books. Galactically serious, freshly spiritual, and yet rooted in the honesty
of the everyday streets (of Washington DC) at the very same time. Cellular, biological and
metaphysical worlds of sheer SEARCHING, meet...
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Reviews
A high quality book and also the typeface utilized was exciting to read. This really is for anyone who statte there was not a worthy of reading. I am easily
will get a enjoyment of reading a written ebook.
-- B ur nice Ca r ter
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I have go through and that i am sure that i will gonna go through once more yet again down the road. I am
just very happy to let you know that this is basically the best book i have got go through inside my own life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Eldr idg e Reilly
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